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Abstract—Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are equipped with a rich
set of sensors, such as radar, light detection and ranging (LIDAR),
global positioning system (GPS), odometer, and camera, which
are used to detect their surroundings by analyzing sensors data
to develop collision free path and route the desired destination.
To achieve the user acceptance, reliability and comfort of an
AV system, it is necessary to push technological advancements
and multi-disciplinary research not only, on sensing technologies
and control systems, but also on communication (i.e., vehicle-tovehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)) technologies
and human factors. AV systems with V2V and V2I capabilities can build Connected Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) systems.
However, it is very critical to design a CAV system, which
can sense and communicate with its surroundings and ensure
system reliability, safety, and users’ comfort. In this paper, we
conducted an in-depth review on three key aspects of CAV
systems: communication-aware controller design, sensing and
communication technologies, and human factors. AV controller
is the heart of any CAV systems. Communication technology can
improve the CAV controller, that can support safety, stability, and
comfortable operation of the AVs. Traditional AVs are equipped
with different sensing (i.e., radar, LIDAR, camera, and GPS) and
communication technologies (V2V and V2I) to provide reliable
information to the controller. As human will be the user of CAVs,
diverse human factor issues, such as user acceptance and trust,
must be considered to design an AV for mass adaptation. Finally,
future research challenges for designing the CAV systems have
been identified with the goal of motivating the design of more
advanced technologies that integrate the three areas for CAVs.
Index Terms—Connected Autonomous Vehicles, InformationAware Controller, Autonomous Driving, Sensing and Communication Technologies, Human Factors

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autonomous vehicle (AV) field testing began in 1977 in
the United States when the Partners for Advanced Transit and
Highways (PATH) program at the University of California
Berkley developed a platooning application of six AVs in
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specially guided highway sections [1]. Since, the most significant AV development was prompted by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Urban Challenge 2007,
which accelerated private sector AV research and development.
Since then, major automobile companies including internet
giant Google have developed the prototypes of fully AVs that
need no special highway infrastructure to operate in mixed
traffic scenarios [2], [3]. To facilitate the development of
AV technologies, several US states issue special permits to
AV technology manufactures conducting pilot testing, most
notably in California, in which public input is now being
sought for the draft of automated vehicle laws, paving the
way for AV licensing [4]. This interest in AV technology from
both the automotive industry and the public will advance the
development of fully autonomous vehicle development in the
next decade.
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has a classification scheme for autonomous vehicles with six levels:
no-automation (level 0) to full (level 5) [5]. Full vehicle
automation enables maximum benefit in terms of traffic safety,
efficiency and environmental impacts. According to a recent
study [6], AVs require more key insights from different complex, inter-dependent factors of transportation systems (i.e.,
safety data management and utilization, understanding human
driving behaviors, and heterogeneous sensors managements).
It is reported that more than 75% of US drivers are not
comfortable at all to use any kind of AVs [7]. Recent tragic
crashes of Tesla autonomous vehicle in China and the US
highlight the serious life-and-death consequences associated
with malfunctions of autonomous vehicles [8]. The technological advancements and advanced inter-disciplinary ongoing
research toward AVs would help users to overcome trust issues
of fully AVs [7]. It also requires the overall study of human
factors to make the riding experience more comfortable and
safer from AV user’s perspective [9].
The fully autonomous vehicle can realize the self-driving
task merely with the support of the on-board sensors and
global positioning system (GPS). However, the fast-growing
communication and sensing technologies enable the AVs to
utilize more information to improve the system stability and
reliability. Vehicle can obtain the information beyond the
scope of the on-board sensors from the surrounding vehicles
and roadway infrastructures (e.g., traffic signal controllers,
roadside unit) to achieve maximum benefit with minimum
sensor cost. AV with vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-
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Fig. 1: Information-aware connected autonomous vehicles (CAVs) systems.
to-infrastructure (V2I) communication can be called as Connected Autonomous Vehicle (CAV). Fig. 1 shows an example,
where a platoon of CAVs are moving closely driving in the
right lane and other three CAVs driving in the left lane. The
platoon of the CAVs is managed by first CAV and the platoon
is going to change the lane to avoid a roadway traffic incident
notified by the road side unit (RSU). Here, CAVs can sense
other vehicles using Radar and CAVs can communicate with
other vehicles through RSU using Dedicated Short Range
Communication (DSRC). Eventually, CAVs are able to receive
traffic information (e.g., position, velocity, acceleration) of its
surroundings to feed into the information-aware controller.
In addition, CAVs consider human factors to increase users’
comfort and safety. The three main design factors of the CAV
system can be summarized as follows:
Communication-aware controller design. As the heart
of the CAV systems, the communication-aware controller
design is critical for safety, efficiency as well as the traffic
throughput. Since the V2V and V2I technology enable
the controller to acquire the information beyond what
on-board sensors can detect, it can be expected that the
CAV will become safer and more efficient by utilizing the
additional information from surrounding infrastructures
and vehicles. Therefore, many control schemes have been
developed to explore the benefit of the communication
information, such as the model-based predictive control
and learning-based control. The enhancement brought by
the communication technology can be found in every
layer of the control structure as shown in Figure 1. In
addition, the V2I communication makes it possible to
realized a centralized management system, which has
shown a great potential to further optimize the overall
traffic behavior.
Vehicular sensor and communication technologies.
Sensor and communication technologies (e.g., radar, Lidar, camera, DSRC, and so on) enable the fully autonomous vehicles to sense its surrounding environments
and communicate with other vehicles or infrastructure
such that fully autonomous vehicles would able to receive
or send messages in time and act properly and quickly.
As Fig. 1 shows, the two major components of sensing

and communication technologies are inter-vehicles and
vehicle communicating with others. The deployment of
vehicular sensing and communication technologies toward CAVs bring significant safety, mobility, and environmental benefits over traditional vehicles [10].
Human factors. Mass adoption of connected autonomous
vehicle systems depends on the user comfort, trust (i.e.,
accuracy and reliability) and preferences (as shown in
Figure 1) [11], [12]. CAV must provide a reasonable
level of user acceptance. A reasonable level of AV
user acceptance depends on the individual’s preferences
based on their age, gender, cultural and societal characteristics [13], [14]. CAV must ensure acceptable vehicle dynamics (i.e., maximum speed, maximum acceleration/deceleration), headway (i.e., bumper-to-bumper
distance between vehicles), gap for changing lane and
string stability (i.e., sharp fluctuations of position, speed,
and acceleration/deceleration) in different traffic conditions (e.g., congested, free flow) depending on the
individual preferences. It is required to implement human
driver model (i.e., driver car-following behavior and lane
changing behavior model) for designing a path planning
controller to include user preferences as per their expectations [15].
In this paper, we reviewed existing literature related to
CAV systems in terms of the design of communication-aware
controller design, sensing and communication technologies,
and human factors. There are several review studies [16],
[17] on different aspects (e.g., communication, controller, and
human factors) of future generation intelligent transportation
systems (ITS). As an example, our previous survey paper [18]
gives a comprehensive review of the design of cooperative
ACC (CACC) systems under communication effects and consideration of human factors. However, this paper focuses on
identifying the effects of controller design criterion, sensing
and communication technologies, and human factors for a fully
AV design.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section II presents a
discussion on the communication-aware controller designs for
CAV systems. Then, Section III presents an overview of sensing and communication vehicular technologies with existing
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research works on the vehicular networks for CAV systems.
Then, Section IV discusses human factors for designing a
CAV and presents related works on driver behavior modeling
for CAV systems. Section V presents research challenges and
research directions for fully autonomous connected vehicular
systems. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. C OMMUNICATION -AWARE C ONTROLLER D ESIGN
According to the SAE classification [19], the functional
structure for an AV with Level 5 automation is composed
of 5 layers: perception, localization, route planning, driving
mode selection, and driving mode execution [20]. The different
layers are shown in Fig. 2. Firstly, the main task of perception
layer is to perceive the environment based on the information collected by different sensors. Secondly, localization is
required to locate the position of the subject AV on a given
map. Thirdly, the route planning is responsible for a general
route to the destination. Fourthly, driving mode selection is
built to determine automatically which driving mode should be
chosen under current roadway traffic condition. For the fully
autonomous vehicle, the driving modes are switched automatically based on the driving situation. Example modes include
the car-following mode and lane-changing mode. Finally, the
chosen driving mode is executed under the cooperation among
sensing system, control algorithm, and actuators. It has been
demonstrated that information from on-board sensors and GPS
is enough for the realization of an AV [21]. The emergence
of the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure
(V2I) communication technology can provide the vehicle with
additional information beyond what the on-board sensors can
detect, such as the velocity of the leading vehicle. This
additional information can further improve the efficiency and
safety of autonomous driving [22]. Among the five layers of
the controller, perception and localization are more relevant to
the traffic information collection, such as vehicles position,
velocity and acceleration, which are used as the input for
the AV controller, which is beyond the scope of this review
paper. In the following paragraphs, we focus on the intelligent
controller design in terms of the other three different layers
and discuss how the communication can benefit the controller
design.
A. Route Planning Layer
The route planning layer develops an optimal route to the
destination based on various criteria, such as the shortest
distance, shortest traveling time, and avoidance of tollways.
For an AV that fully relies on the on-board sensors, as shown
in Fig. 3a, the optimization of the route depends on the
information in the given map, such as route distance and
tollways information [23]. In this case, the shortest traveling
time option is hard to achieve since there is no information
about the real-time traffic conditions, such as the roadway
traffic congestion and incident. When the sensor-based AV
meets such scenarios, alternate route planning will not be
efficient in terms of travel time and energy consumption [24],
[25]. To solve this problem, V2I communication technology
can be adopted to provide the CAV controller with realtime traffic conditions [26], where distributed control scheme
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plans the optimal route individually for each CAV. Hence, the
chosen route can be optimized initially with respect to the
travel time and has a prompt response to traffic dynamics
which is shown in Fig. 3b. In addition, an optimal route
planning from a centralized controller can also be realized
via the adoption of V2I communication as shown in Fig. 3c,
where the optimal routes of different CAVs are calculated
coordinately by considering their impacts on the overall traffic
condition [27]–[29]. The details about how the communication
can benefit the route planning layer are discussed in the
following paragraph.
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Fig. 2: Controller block diagram.
Communication-Aware Route Planning: In [26], motion
states information of different vehicles is gathered in the cloud
via V2I communication. Then, the traffic simulation software
AIMSUN [30] is utilized by the individual CAV to predict
its corresponding future traveling time for each roadway
segment. Finally, the fastest route is derived by minimizing
the overall traveling time via the modified Dijkstra’s algorithm
where the cost of each segment is time-varying predicted
traveling time. However, this distributed optimization for each
individual CAV might switch the congestion from one spot
to another. To deal with this congestion switch issue, the Entropy Balanced k Shortest Paths (EBkSP) strategy is proposed
in [27], where the route selections of all CAVs on the road are
managed by a centralized controller via V2I communication.
The impact of each individual vehicle route selection on
the roadway traffic congestion is calculated considering other
vehicles information on the route via the extensively used
Greenshield’s model [31] at each time interval. Then, multiple
optimal routes are generated simultaneously based on the
minimization of the road congestion. Moreover, the optimal
routes are assigned upon the priority ranking to CAVs based
on urgency of the driving task. In [28], the real-time traffic
congestion information is considered in building the cost of
the route segment in combination of the route length. As a
result, the optimal route considers both the travel time and
distance when minimizing the overall cost along the chosen
route. In addition, to realize an optimal route selection, the
dynamics of the intersections are incorporated to predict the
traffic dynamics under different route selections. Moreover,
the perfect communication condition is not realistic, which
inspires more works to study the communication imperfection
in the control algorithms. By considering the limited V2I
communication coverage area issue, a novel route re-planning
algorithm is provided in [29]. A centralized route management
controller is adopted to deal with the route planning issue for
the connected vehicle in traffic congestion area. The coverage
of the road side unit (RSU) is considered, which means the
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centralized controller only takes charge of the route planning
within the RSU covered area without changing the ending
route point on the edge. For the uncovered area, the AV follows
the original plan initiated from that ending route point.
B. Driving Mode Selection Layer
Driving mode selection layer determines which driving
mode should be chosen based on the knowledge of the roadway traffic situation, such as the position and velocity information of neighbor vehicles. There are numerous driving modes
in dealing with different situations, such as car-following, lanechanging (merging, leaving), obstacle avoidance, and parking.
For the AV with the on-board sensors only, it can still realize
the driving mode selection with the guarantee of safety [32].
However, it cannot identify the neighbor vehicles intention or
the future motion states directly due to lack of communication
among vehicles, which is essential for the selection of the
driving mode. Although learning-based algorithms can be used
to predict such information [33], the driving efficiency might
be sacrificed when dealing with the uncertainty of the neighbor
vehicles’ driving trajectories. Generally, additional information
via communication can contribute to a reasonable driving
mode selection, which will be explained in the next paragraph.
However, some of the driving modes are determined by the
chosen route, such as the intersection and merging/diverging
sections. In the following paragraph, we mainly summarize the
scenarios where the AV has the freedom to choose the driving
mode, such as the obstacle avoidance and lane-changing
decision.
For the AV without communication capability, the distance
and speed information of the host vehicle and the neighbor
vehicles is mainly used to design the control algorithm. In [34],
three inter-vehicle status regions (i.e., I, II, and III) are classified based on the relative velocity and headway between the
host vehicle and front vehicle/obstacle. If the rear-end collision
can be avoided by a mild deceleration (region I), the host
vehicle will continue following its front vehicle by applying
the brake. If the desired deceleration is too large, the lanechanging (region II) or both deceleration and lane-changing
(region III) should be applied. A priority based algorithm is
proposed in [35], where a complex traffic situation can create
potential conflicts among different driving modes, i.e. multiple
modes can be activated simultaneously by the low-level logic.
To deal with this issue, the priorities have been assigned to
different driving modes to prevent the potential mode conflicts,
for example, safety-relevant obstacle avoidance has the highest
priority. For the lane-changing mode, prevention of collision
should be the constraint.
Communication-Aware Driving Mode Selection: First of
all, the communication technologies can provide accurate and
prompt motion states without the constraints brought by the
on-board sensors such as the relative position. Therefore, the
algorithm proposed in [36] utilizes the V2V communication
technology to derive relative speed and distance with respect
to the front vehicle. As can be expected, this algorithm has
a fast and accurate decision in whether to adjust the speed
or conduct a lane-changing maneuver to deal with the slow
front car/obstacle. Besides the advantage of the higher quality
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Fig. 3: Route planning comparison.
information, V2V communication enables the negotiation between CAVs to improve the decision-making process. In [37],
the pre-calculated trajectory of the host AV is shared with its
neighbor vehicles. Correspondingly, the negotiation mechanism is designed to conclude the final trajectory. This negotiation
before the action will surely enhance the effectiveness of the
AV’s decision-making. For example, when the slower vehicle
is detected ahead, the AV only with on-board sensors cannot
determine whether the slow-moving front vehicle will change
to the right lane in the next few seconds. Here, with the
negotiation and information sharing between vehicles, this
dilemma can be eliminated.
In addition, V2I communication enables a centralized controller to collect motion states information of all CAVs. Hence,
the centralized traffic management controller can realize a
global optimization. Under this scenario, the driving mode
selection of CAV is assumed to obey the regulation from
the traffic management controller. Based on the assumption
that the centralized controller knows all the traffic information
via V2I communication, a centralized traffic flow controller
is proposed in [38] to optimize the traffic flow rate. In this
centralized controller, a macroscopic traffic flow model is
adopted where traffic segment speed, lateral (lane-changing)
flow, and the freeway ramp entering rate are the control
inputs. All these three control inputs are calculated optimally
by minimizing the quadratic traffic congestion cost function.
Moreover, the flow rate control signal is then desegregated
into the individual vehicle controller command to the CAVs.
In [39], the model predictive control approach is used to deal
with a similar traffic flow optimization task, but considering
the existence of manually driving vehicles, where the manual
driving flow model is calibrated by traffic pattern observation.
In addition, the control input of the traffic dynamics becomes
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the manipulation of CAVs instead of all the vehicles in the
mixed traffic flow.
C. Driving Mode Execution Layer
In this section, we will introduce how communication can
help to execute appropriate driving modes.
1) Car-following Mode: For the AV without communication function, the autonomous car-following mode is called
an adaptive cruise control (ACC) system, which is used to
maintain a reasonable headway between the front vehicle and
the following vehicle [40]. There are numerous criteria for
the desired headway, such as collision avoidance and human
factors that will be covered in Section IV. ACC system mainly
collects the headway and velocity information as the input of
the controller to determine the desired acceleration. There are
two stability requirements [41]: individual stability and string
stability. For the individual stability, it requires that AV should
track the desired headway successfully. For the string stability,
it requires that the fluctuation of the motion state should
not propagate upstream. Constant time headway is a widely
adopted spacing policy to define the desired headway, which
requires the desired headway equal to a constant times host
vehicle’s velocity plus a minimum space [42]. In general, the
typical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller [43],
[44] or the sliding mode controller [45] can minimize the
headway error and guarantee a string stable ACC design even
under the effect of the dynamic delay.
When the information from V2V or V2I (V2X) communication is utilized in ACC design, the controller becomes
the cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) system. Since
the V2V and V2I communication technologies are used, there
is freedom for the controller to utilize various information
from platoon with less limitation on the information type
and relative position that is produced by CACC without
V2V and V2I communication support. Currently, several communication topologies have been investigated including the
predecessor-following (PF) topology, the bidirectional (BD)
topology, the predecessor-following leader (PFL) topology,
and the two predecessor-following (TPF) topology [46]. There
are lots of controller structures for CACC systems. In [47],
the design utilizes feedforward controller with communication
information in combination with the conventional ACC feedback controller. It is found that CACC system can realize a
shorter time headway than the ACC system with the guarantee
of string stability. In addition, this CACC system controller
structure has a better performance in minimizing the velocity
fluctuation upstream with the help of feedforward communication path [48]. Moreover, V2X communication can enable
controller to deal with new challenges via the advanced control
algorithms. The reinforcement learning approach is adopted
in [49] to enhance the controller performance using highfidelity nonlinear vehicle dynamics. The simulation shows
that this novel CACC controller can guarantee an efficient
tracking of the desired inter-vehicle distance. In [50], the
model predictive control (MPC) method is used, which takes
motion states deviation and its effects on its following vehicle
into consideration in building cost function. When the MPC
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controller is adopted, different objectives can be realized by
customizing the computationally feasible cost function. For
example, jerk minimization can be considered in the cost
function with an objective to enhance the human driver’s
comfort [51].
2) Lane-Changing Mode: It is critical for the lane-changing
controller to make sure that no collision will occur when the
AV changes from the current lane to the desired lane. With the
guarantee of safety, the lane-changing trajectory is generated,
and a vehicle lateral dynamic controller is used to track the
trajectory. In this section, the lane-changing collision risk
analysis with V2V communication is discussed. To guarantee
the safety, Davis et al. proposed that the headway between the
host vehicle and the vehicles in the desired lane should be a
function of the following vehicle’s velocity and the velocity
difference from preceding car [52]. In [53], the reference
velocity is designed for the AV merging into the automated
vehicle platoon. In the end of the merging process, the velocity
should equal to the platoon velocity and the headway should
also match the desired vehicle-following space. In addition,
the minimum space should always be kept during the merging
process. While, the maximum level of the acceleration and deceleration of neighbor vehicle is considered when calculating
the collision-free trajectories, which comes with the sacrifice
of driving efficiency. In addition, the velocity fluctuation is
inevitably introduced to decrease the riding comfort if the
vehicle suddenly merges into the desired lane without any
negotiation.
In [54], a slot-based merging algorithm is proposed with
the utilization of V2V communication. When the vehicle
intends to merge into the desired lane, the slot-based traffic
management system (TMS) will find an empty slot for the
vehicle after negotiation with the neighbor vehicles or reject
the request in case of slot unavailability. By adopting V2V
communication, safety can be guaranteed without using the
conservative mathematical constraints which assume the maximum acceleration level will be adopted by neighbor vehicles.
Moreover, the vehicles in the desired lane have more time to
prepare for lane changing, which can minimize the velocity
fluctuation. A proactive traffic merging strategy is developed
in [55] to improve the merging efficiency. If there is a vehicle
merging into the desired lane or highway, the vehicles in the
desired lane will be notified via V2V communication and the
pre-computed lane-changing space will be reserved before the
vehicle arrives at the merging area. Hence, the vehicle can
directly merge into the desired lane smoothly. Ideally, this
pre-computed trajectory negotiation can eventually be used to
realize a fluctuation-free lane changing action.
3) Intersection Mode: For an AV without communication
capability, it will follow the roadway traffic rules, such as the
stop sign and traffic signals when driving in the intersection
mode [56]. However, the V2X communication technology can
offer a more efficient and safer roadway intersection driving
mode.
First of all, V2I communication transmits the traffic signal
information to CAVs. Hence, the CAVs can utilize this additional information to operate the controller for intersection
mode. In [57], the constant acceleration level and duration
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are calculated to avoid the red traffic light indication. It was
shown that this algorithm can significantly improve the overall
fuel economy and traffic throughput. Moreover, multiple traffic
signals are considered in [58] to calculate the desired velocity
range. When the first traffic signal can be passed within
a specific velocity range for the CAV, the controller will
continue checking the feasibility of passing the next traffic
signal. The final velocity range is determined when the CAV
will inevitably stop at the next intersection i.e. there is no
feasible velocity range to pass all the traffic signals. Secondly,
the V2V communication is more helpful at the intersection
without the guidance of traffic signal, where efficiency is
heavily deteriorated by the rigid traffic stop sign law. In [59],
V2V communication is used to broadcast the position and
velocity information to other vehicles within the intersection
area. To cross the intersection, the AV should yield to the
vehicles with higher priority based on the traffic rule. A
fuzzy logic controller is designed to control the level of the
throttle and brake based on the headway and inter-velocity
with respect to the higher-priority vehicles. Moreover, the
intersection control agent (ICA) is designed [60] as a centralized controller to manage the intersections crossing CAVs
via V2I communication. Every vehicle trajectory is managed
to make sure that there is no overlap in the intersection area
to prevent collision. If overlap is inevitable, the vehicle with
a lower priority in the queue will be stopped. In addition, the
corresponding stop recovery algorithm is designed to guide
the stopped vehicle in the intersection scenario. In [61], the
simulation shows the intersection crossing efficiency and fuel
economy are improved comparing with other methods such as
the actuated control.
From the review above, it is clear that V2X communication
can enhance the performance of AV controller since more information can be used to improve the controller efficiency and
the performance in dealing with the uncertainty of the roadway
traffic condition. In addition, V2I communication can further
contribute to building the centralized controller, where global
optimization can benefit the overall traffic condition. In the
next section, we will discuss the sensing and communication
technologies that can enable the CAV to collect information
from traffic.
III. S ENSOR AND C OMMUNICATION T ECHNOLOGIES
It is expected that CAV will provide high standards for
safer transportation in different modes of road transposition
systems by intelligently managing and controlling vehicles
and road infrastructure. One of the crucial components which
enables this type of managing and controlling mechanism
is cooperatively sensing and networking between different
components to optimize both common and individual goals.
Using 2004-2008 crash data, a breakdown analysis by the
US Department of Transportation (USDOT) states that communication and sensing technologies inside vehicles could
help avoid up to 79% of all traffic accidents [62]. Different
safety applications (i.e., forward collision warning, emergency
electronic brake light, left turn assist, and blind spot warning
and lane change warning) can be offered by sensor and
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communication technologies for semi AVs or fully AVs [62].
For example, left turn assist warns the driver of a vehicle, not
to turn left in front of another vehicle traveling in the opposite
direction. There are also some other scenarios where sensor
and communication technologies of vehicles can improve
the traffic flow and increase the throughput of the existing
road network. As an example, vehicles can be warned by
pedestrians crossing a road section. Additionally, sensor and
communication technologies can be deployed to harmonize
each vehicle’s velocity on the road, control traffic signals, and
their times to improve the riding experiences, etc.
In this section, we first introduce different sensing technologies and research trends of these sensing technologies
to increase the safety and traffic efficiency of CAV systems
(Section III-A). Then, we present the basic V2V and V2I
communication architecture and existing research directions
on communication technologies (Section III-B). Finally, we
discuss some promising technologies and their research trends
for future generation CAV systems (Section III-C).
A. Sensor Technologies
Several advanced collision avoidance technologies already
available employ different on-board sensor technologies (e.g.,
RADAR, cameras, and LIDAR) to monitor vehicles surroundings. These existing “vehicle-resident” technologies are
installed inside a vehicle but do not communicate with other
vehicles [63]. RADAR, cameras, and LIDAR installed inside
the vehicle are able to collect information directly by sensing
the surroundings. As a result, these collision avoidance technologies are able to use surroundings’ information to warn
the driver about possible hazards so that the driver can take
necessary actions to avoid or mitigate the hazards.
1) Radar: Radar emits radio waves to detect the presence
of objects by using the time interval between sending radio waves and receiving reflected radio waves. It can also
detect the direction of the objects’ movements. There are
mainly two types of radar systems: short-range radar (SRR)
and long range radar (LRR). SRR is only able to detect
objects within 20 meters, uses only a single antenna, and
cannot detect angles. It can be used in parking assistance
and blind spot warning scenarios. 79 GHz frequency range
is designated for SRR equipment on a noninterference and
non-protected basis with a maximum mean power density
of -3 dBm/MHz associated with a peak limit of 55 dBm
[64]. However, LRR can detect any objects within 150 meters
with an angular regulation of two degrees. As a result, LRR
is able to detect the velocity of objects heading away or
toward it. It can be used in forward collision warning and
intersection managements. Also, the 77 GHz frequency range
of LRR equipment allows the combination of -40dBm/MHz
transmit power, more than 250 MHz bandwidth, long range
operation, and high distance separability at the same time
[64]. For example, radar-based pulse doppler framework is
able to detect and then track objects in front of vehicles [65]
where the radar system is installed on the lower part of the
vehicle. It can detect objects and their relative speeds within
150 meters based on consecutive echoes of sent radar signals.
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This kind of system also detects different vehicles in multiple
lanes in real time simultaneously, based on a discrete time
signal processing technique, and can detect vehicles in adverse
weather conditions (fog, rain, etc.) [66].
2) Camera: Since cameras are able to detect color and
object boundaries, cameras are used to detect the road lanes
and read traffic signs. However, cameras can also easily
measure rates of change between objects ahead, like whether
a driver is gaining on a slower moving vehicle, pedestrians,
or bicycles. Cameras can deliver spatial and color information
that other sensors cannot (Schwarz et. al, 2013). Surrounding
object detection may be carried out by a different combination
of cameras: such as a single camera [67], [68] and multiple
cameras [69], [70]. The placement of cameras may be different
based upon their purpose. For example, to detect blind spots,
cameras would be mounted nearby the side mirrors and to
serve as parking assistance, cameras would be mounted on
the back of vehicles. The types of cameras used in vehicles
are based on their uses: stereo cameras would be used to
obtain wider view [71] while infrared cameras would be used
to get good view at night or during bad weather [72], [73].
There are primarily three different approaches to detect the
moving objects using camera installed in vehicles: background
subtraction methods, the feature based method, and frame inferencing or motion based methods. A background subtraction
method may use a filtering method based on a histogram
which collects information from sequences of frames of scatter
background [74] or each pixel in the image view to categorize
as either noise or a forefront entity’s background [75]. In
feature based methods, the nearby objects are discriminated
from the background by using their features [76] and a set of
labeled training data are used for feature extraction from the
objects [76], [77]. The Haar wavelets technique and support
vector machine can be used in these approaches. Similar
to background subtraction methods, in frame inferencing or
motion based approach, subsequent frames are compared to
extract the background and detect nearby approaching vehicles
[74], [78], [79].
3) Light Detection and Ranging: Light detection and ranging (LIDAR) functions similarly to radar systems, as it emits
laser signals and uses echoed laser signals to calculate the distance of objects around the vehicle. We can easily estimate the
distances the photos have covered round trip using the speed of
light. LIDAR can measure accurate angles in both horizontal
and vertical dimensions and generate three-dimensional data
with higher accuracy (within few centimeters error rate) and
the generated three-dimensional data are then integrated with
two-dimensional GPS data to allow vehicles to navigate their
surroundings. In addition, LIDAR is used for aerial surveying
and producing high-resolution maps, which are mandatory for
AVs to get an overview of their environments. The perception
range of LIDAR varies from 10 meters to 200 meters. As
an extended version of a laser range finder, a laser scanner
estimates the distance to an object based on the time-offlight principle. A laser scanner is an extended version of a
laser range finder, which adopts the time-of-flight principle
to calculate the distance to an object. As an example, a twodimensional LIDAR sensor mounted on a vehicle is used to
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facilitate parallel parking in the opposite direction where the
ranging measurements are processed to estimate the location
of the curb and the presence of objects in the road [80]. Then,
Occlusion and location reasoning are used to detect vehicles
and their surrounding environments.
4) Acoustic Sensors: Mostly used in backing, parking
assist, lane keeping, and cruise control features, ultrasonic
sensors send out high frequency sound waves that measure
echoes to determine the distance of an object. As an example,
acoustic sensors collect surrounding environment information
by receiving the signals without emitting them [81], [82]. In
[82], an acoustic-based sensing method is proposed to extract
a robust spatial feature from noisy acoustical observations and
then, the spatial features are filtered out using sequential state
estimation. The proposed system processes real world acoustic
data easily by the vehicle-mounted microphones outside the
cruising vehicle. The spatio-temporal gradient method is used
to extract the features. Then, the spatial feature is filtered
out using sequential state estimation. In another work [81],
an acoustic sensing hardware prototype is used to estimate
congestion on the road using considering acoustic noises of
the surroundings vehicles. It basically samples and processes
acoustic noise to calculate vehicle speed distribution and
acoustic noise, with speeds estimated from acoustic noise
using differential Doppler shift.
Usually, vehicle resident sensors would exhibit reduced
reliability in certain weather conditions, such as snow, fog,
and heavy rain. In addition, camera systems would exhibit
reduced performance because of shadows and transitions of
light. Majority of existing sensing technologies are susceptible
to show poor performance foreign objects, such as snow or
dirt. Communication technologies are able to provide safety of
CAV systems, increase traffic efficiencies (i.e., flow control),
and eventually, complement the sensing technologies of CAV
systems.
B. Communication Technologies
There are different components of a fully-integrated vehicular communication system, such as a general purpose
processor and associated memory, a radio transmitter and
transceiver, antennas, interfaces to the vehicle’s sensors, and a
GPS receiver. It generates the “Basic Safety Message” (BSM)
based on the information gathered from on-board sensors in
the vehicle. An integrated system can both send and receive
BSMs, and it can process the information of received messages
to provide advisories and/or warnings to the driver of the
vehicle.
To provide fully-integrated vehicular networking, Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) has assigned 75 MHz
bandwidth over the 5.85–5.925 GHz for DSRC-based communication [83]. In DSRC, there are seven channels (172,
174, 176, 178, 180, 182, and 184) with 10MHz bandwidth.
Channels 174 and 176 can form channel 175 with 20MHz
bandwidth (similarly, channel 181 can be formed by 180
and 182 channels). One of seven channels (channel 178) is
called control channel which transmits urgent and management
related data, and all other channels are called service channels
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TABLE I: DSRC-based communication requirements.
Metric
Values
Metric
Value

Transmmission
range
300m
Data rate
>6 Mbps

Elevation
angle
+10 ∼ -6
Sensitivity
-92 dBm

Transmission
power
15 dBm
Bandwidth
10 MGHz

Packet error
rate
<10%

(SCH)1 [85]. Table I shows the requirements of DSCR system
defined by NHTSA. However, the other communication types
such as Wi-Fi are not directly suitable for the vehicular
environment because of high mobility, channel congestion, and
delay sensitive messages [86]. Therefore, physical and medium
access control layers (IEEE 802.11p) [87] with additional
Open Systems Interconnection layers (IEEE 1609.1, 1609.2,
1609.3, 1609.4, and 1609.11)2 [88] have been designed to
address the communication challenges in the vehicular environment. IEEE 802.11p and IEEE 1609 protocol suites form
Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) protocol
suite, which determines the architecture and a set of services
to enable secure and safe V2V and V2I communications [88].
In the following subsections, we present the architectural
overview of the vehicular networks. Then, we discuss existing
research works considering V2V and V2I communications.
1) Vehicular Network Architecture: In a vehicular network,
there might be several vehicle nodes and RSUs which can
communicate with each other (as Fig. 1 shows). The vehicles
are capable of communicating with another vehicle in a short
range while they are moving. Here, RSUs are equipped to
extend the V2V communication range and provide some other
application services (i.e., speed advisory, traffic light managements). As we discussed earlier, the goal of the vehicular
communications is to ensure safety and efficient traffic flow.
The entire architecture is designed to deliver several kinds of
information to drivers, passengers, pedestrians, and vehicles.
Currently, any vehicle comes with a rich set of communication
units [89] such that a vehicle can communicate with other
vehicles. For different applications, there would be different
application units to store or process the data from communication units and notify On-Board Unit (OBU) accordingly.
Vehicles can communicate with other moving vehicles which
are out of the communication range by using RSUs as relay
nodes. Furthermore, RSUs can also be used to connect to the
Internet or other gateways (Fig. 1). Thus, any moving vehicle
can access the Internet via RSUs.
The followings are the main component of vehicular network:
a) Onboard Unit.
An OBU is basically an IEEE 802.11p enabled communication
device which includes a small processor, a memory unit, and a
user interface. To communicate with other vehicles or RSUs,
an OBU includes an interface which is based on IEEE 802.11x
wireless technology. Here, the prior handshaking scheme is
excluded from the communication procedures to reduce the
communication delay. An OBU may perform several func1 While seven channels are allocated in the United States for DSRC, Europe
has four channels [84].
2 1609.1-1609.4 / architecture, resource manager, security, networking,
multi-channel operations, and 1609.11 / over-the-air data exchange protocol [85]
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tions (e.g., wireless radio access, ad-hoc routing, geographical
routing, reliable message transmission, etc). Inside an OBU,
the applications can be mainly divided into two groups:
safety-related application and non-safety related application.
To support the different applications, there is an application
unit which is mounted into OBU; the unit can be a dedicated
device for emergency applications or a general purpose internet accessible device. It might be possible that the application
unit comes as a part of OBU. Basically, the application unit
works as subordinate of OBU based on application criteria.
b) Road Side Unit. RSU is based on a DSRC device and
the communication range of RSU varies from 500m to
1000m [90]. Since RSUs are static, these would be installed
at busy intersections or parking spots where a larger number
of vehicles are present and vehicles can have the opportunity
to access RSUs. As a backbone of RSU, there should be some
base stations or gateways so that RSUs can be connected to
the Internet. As a result, RSU can work as a relay node and
provide internet connectivity to vehicles. According to [91],
the main purposes of RSU include:
Extending the communication range of V2V network:
The RSUs can carry and forward messages from one
vehicle to another vehicle. Also, RSUs can relay messages to other RSUs and increase the coverage area of
the vehicular network.
Running traffic management applications: The RSUs
may provide special messages to moving vehicles inside
its coverage area about traffic congestion, traffic accident,
hospital zone, etc.
Providing internet connectivity: Vehicles may connect
with RSU to access the Internet. In this way, RSU may
act as a source of information.
In addition, RSUs may run some specific applications,
such as Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA) [92],
optimum route planner, and network traffic congestion control.
Due to the advancement of wireless networks, vehicles can
connect with cloud infrastructures for accessing cloud services
using OBU [93] in order to enhance the network connectivity.
The OBU may have the capability to use Long Term Evolution
(LTE) network. The vehicles’ vendors can make a contract
with the nation-wide wireless network providers to install
cloud services into their vehicles to enhance vehicle’s safety,
performance, reliability, etc [94]. Furthermore, RSUs may
connect with cloud infrastructure for getting different cloud
services such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [93].
However, the communication procedures between vehicles
and cloud infrastructures experience higher transmission delay
than other V2V or V2I communication procedures and the
communication cost is high.
c) Vehicular Networks.
In an autonomous vehicular system’s communication network, there are two main issues to handle:
• Message dissemination among vehicles inside or outside
of the communication range,
• Better communication schemes for V2X (V2V and V2I).
In an autonomous vehicular system, vehicular communication
can be divided into two main categories which are discussed
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in the following subsections.
i) Vehicle-to-vehicle communication. In a highly dynamic
environment, each vehicle in a single lane and follows a
leader vehicle. Thus, to facilitate the stability of traffic system,
each vehicle needs to periodically transmit its current position, velocity, and other information to its neighbor vehicles,
which is called beacon message. To facilitate the continuous
transmission of beacon messaging, several methods have been
proposed which can be further categorized into two types:
contention-free and contention-based. In the contention-free
beacon message dissemination, vehicles are arranged in several groups and the communication slots are divided into
different time slots, called Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) [95], [96]. On the other hand, in contention-based
methods, communication channel frequencies, signal power,
channel window sizes are adjusted at run time to provide better
packet delivery rates [97]–[100].
There are several efforts [101]–[103] that have been made
to reduce the channel congestion of V2V communication
network. Proactive and reactive controllers have been investigated for beacon congestion control system using distributed
manner [101]. Here, the proactive controller estimates the desired transmission parameters using current neighbor vehicles
and the reactive controller is the feedback-based controller to
provide the robustness. In another work [103], a liner message
congestion control technique has been presented where the
packet transmission rate is controlled by using feedback messages from neighbor vehicles. However, this work is limited
to the single-hop scenario (i.e., no intermediate message relay
nodes), which means it does not work for ad-hoc network. The
research work by Stanica et al. [102] presents the effects of
contention window on inter-vehicle communication where the
authors proposed several approaches to adjust the minimum
congestion window based on vehicles density such that the
performance of the IEEE 802.11p protocol would be improved.
CACC or platoon systems highly rely on V2V communications to maintain the stability of the system. There are
other sets of works which use cruise control features to avoid
the collision of the communication channel. For example, in
the work [104], the leader vehicle first transmits the message
to avoid the contention with other vehicles. Then, all other
vehicles transmit messages based on TDMA approach where
only leader vehicle is capable of communicating with other
vehicles. Other vehicles can only communicate with its nearby
neighbor vehicles. Amoozadeh et al. proposed a platoon based
communication protocol where vehicles are connected through
ad-hoc network [105]. In that approach, vehicles inside platoon
can dynamically perform three types of maneuver: joining
to platoon, leaving from platoon and lane changing for the
entire platoon. For platoon maintenance, the proposed system
uses vehicles’ control logic considering intra-vehicle distance,
speed, and acceleration of vehicles. Also, separate beacon
message is designed and single hop message transmission is allowed to alleviate the communication cost of vehicles. Another
work [106] uses the vehicles’ relative position information
with respect to the leader vehicle position to decide which
vehicles can transmit messages at a particular time slot. In
the work [107], the entire platoon is distributed into different
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regions based on the communication range of vehicles. One
master vehicle is selected in each region to coordinate the
message disseminations for collision avoidance and enlarging
the platoon length as well. However, to ensure the connectivity
of the whole platoon, packet retransmission is supported in the
transmission layer.
In another work of platoon based vehicle ad-hoc network [108], connectivity probability is studied based on different parameter settings (e.g., vehicle density, the communication range of vehicles and RSU, inter-RSU distance, etc)
to design a connectivity-aware MAC protocol. The proposed
protocol works in multi-channel reservation based, and it
considers both vehicles’ density and connectivity state to
adjust the transmission rate of the beacon message. To further
ensure the safety of vehicles in a platoon, a multi-priority
Markov model is used to analyze the performance of underlying network connectivity and packets belong to intraplatoon transmission are assigned higher priority if necessary.
However, the work considers, the platoon formation is static
and vehicles cannot leave or change the lane.
Reducing channel congestions in V2V communication is
a challenging task where roadway traffic density is high and
vehicles are always moving. It is an open research problem
to design effective periodic messages or beacon transmission
schemes for CAVs as it needs consideration of such a traffic
condition which is always changing and the underlying communication channel is not stable or reliable.
ii) Vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. V2I communication in CAVs takes place to favor each vehicle to establish
a stable communication network. Mainly, V2I communication
involves vehicles and RSUs which communicate with each
other. Usually, the transmission delay of V2V communication
is much shorter but V2V communication is not reliable and
stable as vehicles are always moving and the inter-vehicle distances are changing as well. Also, the transmission messages
from a platoon system may experience signal interference with
the messages from another platoon system if two platoon systems are close to each other or crossing each other. However,
two platoon systems may share information about hazardous
road conditions or upcoming traffic congestions, which is only
possible if these platoon systems are nearby to each other.
To mitigate these issues, there would be several DSRC-based
RSUs installed in each traffic intersections so that vehicle
can communicate with each other via RSUs if they are out
of each other’s communication range. In the work [109], the
RSUs are used as forwarders to relay safety message between
different group of vehicles. Abdrabou et al. [110] proposed the
minimum number of RSUs for a particular road by considering
the multi-hops packet delivery delay for V2I communication.
Another similar work by Zhang et al. [111] presents the
performance of uplink and downlink connectivity between
vehicle and RSUs in ad-hoc mode. It also investigates the
features of inter-RSUs distance, vehicle density, radio coverage
and the maximum number of hops for connectivity between
vehicles and RSUs.
Typically RSUs are equipped with 802.11p based DSRC
device where IEEE 802.11p uses carrier sense multiple access
with the collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism. Several
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research works try to address the issues of RSUs (i.e., high
channel congestions) when vehicle density is too high. In
a dense traffic scenario, the DSRC-based devices subject to
exhibit poor performance with significantly increased packet
loss and average delay [112]. In the work [112], a V2V
message forwarding scheme is designed to extend the coverage
range of RSUs, improve the link quality and maintain high
throughput. It chooses the intermediate-destination vehicle
node to forward the message based on platoon’s velocity. Jia
et al. [113] analyzed the uplink performance of drive-through
Internet in feasible error-prone environments to propose a
platoon-based cooperative retransmission scheme by jointly
considering traffic mobility and wireless communication. In
their approach, each vehicle helps to retransmit the data for
its neighbors in the case of a transmission failure, and a
4-D Markov chain is formulated to model the cooperative
retransmission behavior. Bi et al. [114] proposed an IEEE
802.11e based MAC layer protocol for V2I communication
to guarantee a minimum delay for emergency messages while
maintaining high QoS performance for other applications.
Basically, in their work, there are several vehicles and RSUs
are distributed randomly, they consider the busy tone signaling
in MAC protocol to consider high priority for emergency
applications. The communication channels are divided into
two groups: busy tone channel and data channel. On the busy
tone channel, the algorithm transmits channel jamming signals,
which is called “busy tone”. The proposed method can be
applied to the autonomous vehicular system where vehicles
can group together and one leader vehicle contacts with RSUs
for receiving services.
In [115], platoon features are used to meet the Quality of
Service (QoS) of vehicular applications. Based on the proximity of nearby vehicles, a group of vehicles forms a platoon
system where different channels are used for inter-platoon
and intra-platoon communications. A hierarchical optimization
model is designed to maximize the utility of individual vehicle
inside platoon and to minimize the cost of reserving a standby channel based on data transmission and collision threshold
with licensed users. The connectivity probability of V2X is
thoroughly investigated in the work [116] where the vehicles
are Poisson distributed with different traffic densities. The
work also includes the relationships between the connectivity
probability and other parameters, (e.g, vehicle density, the
transmission ranges of different elements in the network) to
ensure the connectivity.
Furthermore, there are existing works [117]–[119] that consider vehicle-to-cloud communication networks. For example,
the work [117] considers vehicle cloud models and data
routing and dissemination techniques for the vehicular adhoc network. The vehicle cloud model is dynamic, created
by cooperatively sharing available resources from vehicles
and RSUs. Besides, it envisions vehicular cloud networking
and encourages collaborations among cloud members (vehicles/RSUs) to provide advanced vehicular services. Due to
its resource sharing properties, this work can be incorporated
in autonomous vehicular systems where vehicles cooperate
with each other. Another work [118] also discusses the opportunities to establish local vehicle cloud, road side vehicle
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cloud, and remote vehicle cloud based on V2X networks. Here,
vehicles share resources with each other to create local vehicle
cloud, road side vehicle cloud is created based on available
resources of RSUs and remote vehicle cloud is resided some
remote servers or data centers.
From above discussion, we can summarize that V2I communications and vehicles’ mobility models are closely related
to each other. Several previous studies have been proposed to
tackle the poor performances of V2V communications caused
by vehicles’ mobility models using RSUs.
C. Future generation technologies
In this subsection, we present some promising future generation communication technologies for CAVs.
1) Visible Light Communication: Li-Fi is a wireless communication technology and it uses the band of visible light
for data transmission. Li-Fi is faster than other wireless
communication, is useful in secure communications as light
cannot penetrate the walls, and is cheap, as LED lights are
used for data transmission. The data transmission is carried
out by LEDs’ flickering states. Due to vision persistence of
human eyes, Li-Fi data transmission is not undetectable for
human. Different strings of 0’s and 1’s can be decoded to
retrieve the transmitted information. A LED can act as a sender
and a silicon photo diode can act as a receiver. Different data
modulation techniques are used for Li-Fi devices to achieve
data transmission range up to 40 Mbits/s [120]. Li-Fi typically
uses visible light between the wavelength 780 nm and 375 nm.
The cost of Li-Fi is less than other communication techniques as LEDs have been commonly used in automotive
lighting [121]. In contrast to the typical V2V communication
strategy, the work [122] studies the feasibility of visible
light communication strategy based on Bit Error Rate (BER)
showed poor performance in the presence of longer intervehicle distance, background noise, incidence angle, and receiver’s electrical bandwidth. In the method, the vehicle’s
rare light modules are used as a communication module
and the authors evaluated the proposed method by using
communication channel’s DC gain model, noise model with
vehicles’ trajectory control theory. In [123], bi-directional LiFi transceiver is implemented using edge emitted laser diode
and silicon photo diode for short range data communication.
Based on the implementation, data transfer can be operated
in full duplex mode at 120 Mbits/s. Li-Fi transceiver is also
proposed for V2V communication based on 802.11 MAC
protocol [124].
2) LTE Advanced Pro: LTE Advanced Pro (LTE-A) is
the evolutionary path from LTE Release 14. LTE-A provides
access to a wide range of packet-based telecommunication
services including advanced mobile services.. The goal is to
reduce the transition time from idle to connected mode from
100 ms in LTE to less than 50 ms in LTE-A. Similarly, the
transition from dormant connected node to active connected
node should be reduced from 50 ms in LTE to less than 10 ms
in LTE-A. Radio communications have already been identified
as a way of improving road safety and traffic flow efficiency,
and radio communications are instrumental in enabling the
deployment of CAVs. To support these as well as many other
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applications, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project is developing an ITS solution based on LTE targeting different V2X
scenarios, including V2V, V2I, vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P),
and vehicle-to-network (V2N). LTE V2X intends to reuse the
higher layers and services, and hence specify only the lower
layers. An LTE solution will be able to utilize the existence of
an already deployed network infrastructure to support many of
the use cases and provide an increased level of security for distributed systems. The Technical Report [125] being produced
by the feasibility study includes a wide range of categories
characterizing the service requirements: such as authentication
(how to authenticate the V2X users/UEs), capacity, service
charging (how mobile operators should charge for the use of
V2X service), and so on.
In next section, we discuss the human factors involved in
the design process of CAV systems.
IV. H UMAN FACTORS
Every year, thousands of people die from traffic incidents and the major contributing factor identified in numerous studies is diver errors. To encounter and support driver
mistakes/limitations such as long reaction time to unexpected/expected roadway events [11], distracted driving [12], and
driving under influence [13], modern vehicles are equipped
with advanced driver assistance systems such as forward
collision warning, lane keeping assistance, blind spot warning
to name few. However, new features such as entertainment
system, hand held devices (e.g., smart phone and tablet),
navigation system create new form of distracted driving and
been reported as the primary cause of thousands of crashes.
While intervention of more technology is future vehicle models are unavoidable, the promise of fully automated vehicle is
that drivers do not need to control the vehicle and most of
human mistakes and driver distractions could be eliminated
by autonomous vehicle control system. The feedback between
vehicle’s operational environment and associated driver behavior follow a complex pattern [14]. While understanding driver
behavior and modeling is recognized as a complex issue in
traditional vehicles, it is also a key challenge for autonomous
vehicle design [15]. Thus, the interactions between human
and vehicle have been a core research focus from automobile industry and academia as user acceptance is the vital
challenge for mass acceptance. To accomplish this objective,
it is imperative to understand human behavior in designing
key features CAV systems, navigation algorithms, and reliable
human-machine interface.
The mass adaptation of CAVs largely depends on the how
the autonomous system can be designed based on the human
factors, such as user expectation, ride comfort, and trust on
automated system [51], [126]. The report entitled Human
Factors’ Aspects in Automated and Semi-Automatic Transport
Systems: State of the Art identified major human factor issues,
which are: acceptance and comfort, situational awareness, loss
of skill, behavioral adaptation and risk compensation, workload, level of automation, and normal transitions, responses to
system failures, usability, and guidelines [127].Human factors
consideration for CAV can be broadly categorized into two
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groups: i) design CAV system considering user expectation,
and ii) adapt to the CAV system by the user (as shown in
Figure 4). The considerations for human drivers’ expectation
in designing the CAV system can be further classified into
two sub-groups: a) user comfort and acceptance and b) user
trust. On the other hand, users of the CAV system need
to adapt the engineered and designed CAV system, which
includes a) behavioral adaptation and b) situational awareness.
An overview of human factors’ consideration in CAV design
is illustrated in Figure 4 and discussed in the following
subsections.
A. Design CAV System Considering User Expectation
Understanding how human will interact with the autonomous system is an important research focus of CAV
system. Satisfying user requirements in terms of comfort,
workload, perception-reaction, and maintaining safety are extremely critical in designing the safe and reliable CAV. This
subsection provides detail review on the user comfort and
acceptance, and trust of the CAV systems.
1) User comfort and acceptance: User comfort experienced
in a CAV system will be an important factor in terms of
user acceptance. A CAV controller operates the longitudinal
(i.e., car-following mode) and lateral movement (i.e., lanechanging mode) of a vehicle, and must replicate a human
driving experience in each CAV where expectations of a user
for comfortable driving experience is not violated. Longitudinal driving behavior model (i.e., car-following model) and
lateral driving behavior model (i.e., lane changing model)
capture human driving behaviors in different driving environments. Car-following model represents driver’s reactions
to the surrounding environment in the car-following mode.
Car-following mode must ensure acceptable vehicle dynamics
(i.e., maximum speed, maximum acceleration/deceleration)
and string stability (i.e., sharp fluctuations of position, speed,
and acceleration/deceleration) while CAVs are in a traffic
stream to improve user acceptance, comfort, and safety. Carfollowing models capture how a subject vehicle follows the
preceding vehicle by maintaining longitudinal position and
minimum gap, and driver’s reaction for the longitudinal movement of a vehicle. The acceleration/deceleration behavior of
a CAV’s car-following model must maintain comfortable accelerations/decelerations in different driving conditions. Thus,
car-following behavior for the longitudinal movement needs
to be examined in three different acceleration/deceleration
scenarios for the CAV controller design: i) no acceleration/deceleration (uniform speed) with time, ii) a constant
deceleration with time, and iii) a constant acceleration with
time [128].
Different existing car-following models, which capture human driving behaviors, can be examined for a CAV controller
design for longitudinal movement control to achieve user comfort and acceptance of a CAV system. The general form of carfollowing models assumes that each driver reacts to a stimulus,
which leads to an actuation of the acceleration/deceleration
[129]. Many car-following models, such as the Gazis-HermanRothery (GHR) model, the Collision Avoidance (CA) model,
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Fig. 4: Human factors for connected autonomous vehicles.
the Helly model, the Fuzzy Logic based model, the Optimal
Velocity (OV) model, and the Meta model, have been developed since the 1950s [129]. Despite the substantial research
related to GHR model dating to 1958, the many contradictory findings regarding the correct parameter selection have
resulted in substantially less GHR follow-up work [10]. It
calculates a speed with a safe space-headway to avoid collision
with the preceding vehicle. The Helly model, also known as
the linear model, was developed based on the GHR model
[130], and relates the acceleration of the follower vehicle to
the desired trailing distance. Although the Helly model fits
well with observed data, the calibration of model parameters
is the main difficulty because of a large set of parameters
[131]. In the 1990s, the fuzzy logic theory was introduced to
model car-following behaviors to better consider the fuzziness
in drivers’ decision-making processes [132]. The fuzzy rules
capture the reactions of a driver to the actions of other drivers
based on a set of driving rules developed through experience.
Thus, fuzzy logic based car-following model could capture
the CAV users’ characteristics for the car-following mode.
In the OV model, the acceleration/deceleration of a subject
vehicle is represented by the function of the difference from
the optimal speed and driver sensitivity. The uniqueness of
this model is that it can capture the car-following behavior of
a CAV at different levels of traffic congestion (i.e., congested
condition) [133]. Wiedemann proposed a psychophysical carfollowing model [134] based on a perceptual threshold of the
driver to model different types of driving (e.g., free driving,
emergency driving). In this model, the perceptual threshold of
the CAV users for each driving condition depends on the gap
and the relative speed between the subjectand the preceding
vehicles, and assumes that CAV will react when they reach
these thresholds. Gipps proposed a multi-regime car-following
model for congested and free-flow traffic conditions [135].
The maximum acceleration of these traffic conditions being
determined based on two constraints: i) the drivers desired
speed, which is the maximum speed limit; and ii) the minimum
space-headway, which is required to avoid collisions. The
second constraint precludes the occurrence of accidents and
tends to produce overly safe behaviors for the CAV users when
compared to actual car-following movement in traffic. Yang

and Koutsopoulos presented a multi-regime model, which also
precludes incident-inducing car-following mode [136]. The
Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) is another multi-regime model,
which captures the dynamics of different traffic congestion
level more realistically than any other models [137]. According
to this model, the acceleration of a subject CAV can be
designed based on the subjectCAV’s speed, the ratio of current
gap and desired gap between subject and the preceding CAVs,
and the relative speed between the subject and preceding
CAVs. This car-following model was used as in car-following
mode controller for the vehicle automation for CACC system
design. For example, Milanes and Shladover developed three
different control systems to evaluate the performance of CACC
controller with the IDM in 2014: i) ACC system with field
data, ii) CACC control systems with field data, and iii) CACC
control systems using the IDM [138]. Field experiments were
performed with production vehicles to evaluate these three
controllers. The actual responses of the vehicles and users were
measured, and it was found that the IDM model demonstrated
comfortable car-following behavior than the other controllers.
However, the IDM model shows slower response and large
space-headway between CACC vehicles. The critical factors
considered in existing car-following models are identical: the
subject vehicle’s own speed difference, the distance between
the subject vehicle and the one it follows, and driver’s reaction
time [128]. It is required to evaluate vehicle dynamics and
string stability of these car-following models to assess the user
comfort and acceptance. The following paragraph introduces
the existing lane-changing methods and discusses the limitations and challenges of these models in designing the CAV
systems.
Merging to and diverging from a lane is related to lane
changing behaviors of a CAV user. For example, as a CACC
system (full vehicle automation) allows a minimum spaceheadway between vehicles; it becomes very challenging for
a vehicle to join an existing platoon at any location other
than at the beginning or end of the platoon [139]. Similarly,
a vehicle attempting to leave a platoon will likely need
to adjust its desired speed and gap depending on the user
preferences and comfort to prepare to move to an adjacent
lane. User of a CAV will not be comfortable during lane
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changing and lane-changing modeling must replicate user
preferences considering the modeling of user characteristics,
such as the variability of CAV user behaviors across different
user types (i.e., younger/older and aggressive/non-aggressive
drivers), users gap acceptance behavior, and gap availability
in the target lane [140], [141]. In terms of vehicle’s lateral
movement control, numerous researches proposed different
models in terms of modeling lane-changing behavior. Chee and
Tomizuka compared linear quadratic (LQ) controller, frequency shaped linear quadratic optimal control (FSLQ) as well as
the sliding mode controller for the tracking of the human replicated lane-changing trajectory [142]. Wang et al. determine
optimal lane change times and accelerations by minimizing an
objective function, which considers driving safety, efficiency
and comfort criteria for connected autonomous vehicle. They
included driver comfort by penalizing large accelerations or
decelerations for strategic overtaking and cooperative merging
scenarios [51]. Hatipolglu et al. proposed a nonlinear controller to track the desired yaw angle with consideration of
the vehicle dynamics and the actuator dynamics [143]. In
addition, both radar and vision camera are used to detect
the road curvature. Later, Kosecka et al. used a vision based
lateral control system to investigate system parameters, such
as vehicle velocity, and look ahead range of a vision sensor,
and the perception and control delay associated with the
system [144]. They tested three feedback control strategies
on the lateral control task with an experimental vehicle. These
strategies show acceptable performance in terms of replicating
lane-changing comfort on the straight and curved roadway
sections. Keviczky et al. used model predictive control (MPC) to minimize the tracking errors as well as the control
input for the lane-changing behavior [145]. The experimental
simulation result shows that the MPC controller can have a
good stability performance under the high velocity. Naranjo el.
al. adopted Fuzzy logic based controller to imitate the human
decision about when to manipulate the lane changing behavior
based on the headway and velocity difference between subject
vehicle, and preceding and following vehicles in a target lane
[146]. The fuzzy lateral movement controller captures human
driving behavior using the experts’ procedural knowledge and
different linguistic values. One of the biggest challenges of the
lateral motion control such as the lane changing and overtaking
is to detect the environment and predict the intentions of
the neighbor vehicles. The sensing capability of a sensor
must be very accurate if the distance between two vehicles
is very short [147]. Moreover, since the merging action is an
interaction between the subject vehicle and the vehicles in
the adjacent lane, it is crucial to know the intention of the
neighbor vehicles. Any failures in these two aspects will lead
to a catastrophic result, such as the instability of the vehicle
dynamic [148]. In dealing with high crash risk, conservative
algorithm is developed to deal with the uncertainties (in sensor
data, capability, and response of a CAV impose conservative
limits on the acceleration, deceleration, and steering decision
of a CAV), which will heavily deteriorate the efficiency of the
lateral motion generation, and user comfort and acceptance
[149]. While the emergence of V2V and V2I communication
technologies (discussed in Section III) can help to solve these
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uncertainties as well as the inefficiency [150]. It is already
shown using the simulation that the CACC system, which
uses communication among the vehicles, will increase the
performance of the controllers in terms of user safety, user
comfort, and traffic efficiency aspects (i.e., the capacity of
a roadway) [51]. In more complex scenarios, such as the
intersection lane-changing behavior, the lateral controller with
V2V and V2I functions obviously outperform the conventional
prediction based controller.
2) Trust: To realize full benefit of the CAVs, autonomous
system must earn human trust so that people can rely on the
system. Any autonomous system needs a high level of trust
to mass adoption of the technology [151]. The trust of an
autonomous system can be measured with the system accuracy
[152] and reliability [126]. Lee and Lee found that high false
alarm rate (i.e., accuracy) decreases the system reliability
and compliance of an autonomous system [153]. Moreover,
Seppelt and Lee found that it is more effective to provide
continuous information to the users regarding the state of an
autonomous vehicle instead of providing immediate warning
because of system failures [154]. One needs to understand trust
factors for providing guidance to the CAV system developers.
Carlson et al. identified twenty-nine factors that can compromise trust of CAV user, and performed statistical analyses for
autonomous vehicle related factors, and implications of safety
criticality on trust factors [155]. The critical factors identified
for user’s desirability and reliability of the autonomous cars
are: i) level of accuracy of the vehicle’s routes; ii) amount
of current roadway information available to the vehicle (e.g.,
weather, traffic congestion, construction, etc.); iii) effectiveness of the vehicle’s training and prior learning; iv) system
failure detection (e.g., making a wrong turn, running a stop
light); v) accuracy of the route selection; vi) user’s familiarity
with the vehicle features; vii) agreement of routes between
vehicle and user’s knowledge; viii) the vehicle’s methods of
information collection [155].
B. Adapt to the Designed CAV System by User
Behavioral adaptation and situational awareness are summarized in the following sub-sections.
1) Behavioral adaptation: In CAV system, HumanMachine Interface (HMI) plays a critical role as HMI assist
user to change user’s role from an actuator to a supervisor or
vice-versa [127], [156]–[158]. A user needs to adapt to HMI
interface of a CAV to execute appropriate decisions through
voice command, touch or any other haptic (i.e., gesture) command. It is warranted to increase CAV user education about the
system functionality and limitations of an autonomous vehicle
[159]. If users are more knowledgeable about the system and
their limitations, users will be more aware of such system
and they will adapt to the system [160]. In addition, a user
will act as a sensor in a CAV system and could provide
input to the system controller depending on the different
driving scenarios (e.g., congested/uncongested roadway traffic
condition, merging or diverging traffic scenario). Recently,
gesture based automated interface has been explored using
different sensor technologies for vehicle control, primarily for
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autonomous vehicles [161]. When an occupant or a user is
unable to interact with the CAV system through voice or
touch interface, a gesture-controlled system could be very
effective [156]. CAV vehicle user performs a gesture (e.g., the
motion of hand), and CAV can interpret and react in a manner
that is commensurate with the users’ intentions. Thus, it is
critical to design such gesture controlled CAV system, which
is easy to replicate, produce repeatable results, comprehend,
and minimize the pain of learning gestures for the user. With
advancing the vehicle technology, we need to study in-depth
how human will interact with automation features, such as
how to minimize user introduced errors, consequences of over
or under relying on the system, minimization of the impact
of the drivers reduced workload, and effectiveness of different
driver feedback system interfaces.
2) Situational awareness: Situational Awareness can be
defined as the awareness of a user regarding the surrounding
environments in a CAV system. It has been suggested that
automation may lead to user not informed with the surrounding situations and hence loss of situational awareness
[162]. Endsley defines situational awareness as user’s constant
attention on events what are going on around in a dynamic
human decision-making environment, and based on the current
information one also needs to forecast near future events [163].
If we consider a CAV system, a user needs to be aware of
surrounding dynamic environment and needs to perform an
action based on an extreme emergency (e.g., system failure
of a CAV). According to Endsley, situational awareness of a
dynamic human decision-making environment can be divided
into three levels that includes: the perception of the status, the
attributes, and the dynamics of the relevant situation elements;
the comprehension level, involves integrating the different
situation elements to a holistic picture of the situation resulting
in the comprehension of the meaning of the different elements;
the generation of assumptions about the future behaviors of the
elements on the basis of the comprehension of the situation
[163]. CAV system needs to be designed in such a way so that
the system can provide information to the user in a regular
interval to take any action in a timely manner on a critical
situation (e.g., system failures). Situational awareness for the
CAV system can be divided into two categories: i) engagement
and disengagement; and ii) mode confusion. As a user of a
CAV system, a passive fatigue (e.g., decreased driving task
engagement) may occur due to engaging and disengaging with
this system. Such sudden shifts in vehicle operation can require
long reaction time during safety-critical driving events, such
as roadway incidents. The effect of automation on driving
behavior as it relates to how a user in a CAV environment
will react during engaging and disengaging, and procedures
to facilitate reliable and safe transition have not been studied
yet. Because of automation (workload reduction), CAV users
will engage in non-driving related tasks that can distract a user
from the supervising role, which will lead to risky situations in
case of system failures and emergencies. On the other hand,
mode confusion is a phenomenon that can be defined as a
discrepancy between the driver expectation from a designed
CAV to operate the system and the actual operation procedure
of a CAV [164]. It is a sense of confusion concerning which
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aspects of vehicle performance is controlled by the user and
which is controlled by the automation at a particular instance
[165]. If a user of a CAV is not aware of the state of the
vehicle, a user could make decisions based on the certain
belief, which is not correct [166]. Therefore, to study the
effects of stimulus-independent thought, which could occur
before, during and/or after a transition, it is a critical need
to develop a suitable method to establish what mechanisms
contribute to the situational awareness to a CAV user go
from being engaged with the control of the vehicle during
automation to being disengaged in case of system failures.
In next section, we discuss the possible future research
challenges and directions on three key factors of CAV systems.
V. CAV C HALLENGES AND F UTURE R ESEARCH
D IRECTIONS
Identifying the impacts of three different factors (controller,
communication, and human factors) on fully autonomous
vehicular systems is necessary. Currently, there are many
works seeking to establish the fully autonomous vehicular
systems by analytical and experimental studies. Further advancement of fully autonomous vehicular systems depends
on the future research trends of different aspects of vehicular
communication, controller design, and human acceptance with
their interjections. In this section, we introduce critical future
research directions for the advancement of fully autonomous
vehicular systems.
A. Intelligent Controller Design
Although the current autonomous car controllers work well
to fulfill various control objectives, there is still much room
left for further research. In the following paragraph, major controller challenges in intelligent controller design are proposed
to show the potential directions for future works.
Centralized versus distributed control: It has been demonstrated that centralized control that manipulates multiple vehicles simultaneously can maximize overall traffic benefits [29].
However, the control authority of each individual vehicle is
still important with respect to the liability issue and human acceptance [167]. In addition, communication and computation
capabilities are highly demanding in the realization of centralized control, which is still challenging in the near future. As a
result, how to incorporate the centralized traffic management
with distributed control in each individual autonomous vehicle
is an important future research direction. This has the potential
to increase reliability of the CAV system. In addition, the loss
of the human authority can be mitigated by the involvement
of the distributed control.
Consideration of communication imperfection: Both the
centralized control and distributed control of the autonomous
car can have plenty of information to realize the task, such as
stabilization and optimization, via V2X communication. However, most of the research just assume perfect communication
scenario, especially for optimization purpose [51], which is
unrealistic and hence the results are debatable. As a result, how
to consider the communication effects, such as delay, shadow
fading, and interference, on the optimization algorithm should
be a critical topic under current communication capabilities.
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Hence, how to incorporate the compensation of these communication imperfection will determine the adoption of these
advanced algorithms.
Mixed traffic scenario: The existence of the cars without
communication capability in the traffic will challenge the
design of the connected and autonomous controller. Without
V2I communication capability, the vehicles cannot broadcast
the information to the centralized controller. Hence, the optimization resulted from the centralized controller will be
deteriorated. In addition, the distributed cooperative controller
will degrade to the sensor-based controller, which sacrifices
efficiency. As CAVs will penetrate the market gradually [168],
the coexistence of the connected vehicles and conventional
vehicles should be expected. Then, how to design a control
scheme that can be flexible enough to be applied in mixed
traffic is another crucial topic.
B. Vehicular Communication
The advancement of communication architectures makes it
possible to support safety applications for existing transportation systems. However, current vehicular communication is
still not ready to ensure stability and safety of a well maintained fully autonomous vehicular system. The uncertainty of
traffic conditions would hinder reliable and continuous connectivity of V2X communications. Besides, network security
is crucial for the safety of traffic environment. Several future
research directions for fully autonomous vehicular systems are
introduced as follows.
Heterogeneous vehicular communication: To provide comfort and ensure safety, both V2V and V2I communications
are required. IEEE 802.11p-based DSRC communication is
the backbone of the existing vehicular communication and
it works well for static fully autonomous vehicular systems. However, the limited coverage of RSU units brings the
necessity of heterogeneous vehicular communications. The
research underway into heterogeneous network standards may
form the basis for future ITS applications. The heterogeneous
communication protocols and schemes should be robust and
scalable to deal with the uncertainty of traffic conditions. The
resource scheduling unit should consider application criteria,
synchronization, and a context-aware mechanism to provide
more dependability of heterogeneous communication links
for fully autonomous vehicular systems. Current transmission
control protocol should be customized to be suitable for robust
and highly scalable data dissemination scenarios.
Security and privacy in vehicular communication: The
heterogeneous connectivity of vehicles inside an autonomous
system demands strong security mechanisms to prevent unwanted access to vehicles’ control. Messaging between vehicular systems would be received, tempered or altered by
malicious nodes. The centralized certification revocation in
autonomous systems would cause longer delay and interrupt
the sporadic connections between leader and follower vehicles.
Further research should consider developing security architecture to support heterogeneous network architecture considering
reliability and QoS of autonomous systems. The combination
of physical and application layer security mechanisms might
be useful to reduce the overhead to impose the security of
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autonomous systems. Besides, the architecture should support
the anonymity of vehicles outside of autonomous vehicular
systems such that personal information can not be identified.
The data encryption mechanisms considering computing resource, time, and network architecture would be a research
direction to follow.
Signal interference avoidance: The signal interference avoidance for both safety and regular beacon messaging in congested situations is critical research direction to increase
the reliability autonomous vehicular systems. The optimized
V2V channel access mechanisms should be considered to
satisfy stringent latency requirements. There are already a
lot of theoretical works consider efficient channel allocation
mechanisms based on message sending rate, duration of contention windows, channel switching delay, successful message
reception rate, channel busy ratio, throughput, packet error
rate, etc. However, the channel allocation mechanisms should
be evaluated and verified in different real world roadway
traffic scenarios considering uncertainty nature of vehicular
communication in fully autonomous vehicular systems.
C. Human Factors
A primary goal of the most automation is to achieve a
high reliability. For the CAV system to be acceptable, user
preferences must be met. In previous Section IV, current
state-of-the-art understanding of human factor issues, research
trends and challenges are discussed about human factors related to a CAV. In this sub-section, we identify future research
directions on major human factor issues, which include: i)
User preferences; ii) Engaging and disengaging in different
roadway traffic events; and iii) Human-machine interface.
CAV user preferences modelling using artificial intelligence: User in each vehicle of a CAV will have different
preferences, such as preferred speed, gap between vehicles,
in different driving condition [169]. Thus, a CAV must allow
different driving preferences (e.g., speed, acceleration) based
on the user characteristics such as age (young, older) and
gender (male or female). One of the major challenges of the
CAV system is how to incorporate these user preferences in the
real-time CAV operation. A machine learning-based model can
be developed for human-centered CAV speed recommender
system depending on the human behaviors. It is possible to
train different user behaviors with collected vehicle trajectory
data for a comfortable speed, acceleration, and the gap from
the immediate front vehicles. In addition, the modeling of
lane changing (merging and diverging) behaviors depends
on the modeling accuracy of user preferences, such as user
gap acceptance behavior, and available gap for changing lane
in the target lane. Thus, it is a critical need to develop a
user oriented merging and diverging models by incorporating
human preferences within the CAV system.
Engaging in the case of CAV’s system failure: CAV users
will only require engaging in a supervisory role if there is a
safety-critical situations in the case of CAV system failures.
However, users’ ability to do so is limited by humans’ capacity
for staying alerted when disengaged from the driving task.
Manufacturers and other entities need to incorporate users
engagement monitoring system for a CAV system. Therefore,
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it is a critical need to develop a suitable method, such as
integration of different warning system (e.g., visual, audible
and vibration warnings) to increase awareness of a critical
situation so that CAV users can be engaged in the system to
control the situation.
Integration of multiple assistance systems in the HMI:
HMI plays a critical role to inform and take an appropriate
decision through touch and voice command or any other
gesture command. Thus, it is important to study in-depth how
human will interact with automation features. At a minimum,
HMI interfaces of a CAV system should be capable of functioning reliably and providing accurate information (e.g., a
malfunction of the CAV system) to the user [170]. We also
need to investigate how we can integrate multiple assistance
systems in the HMI so that we can ensure the reliability of
the system. At the same time, user distraction and overload
need to be reduced for increasing the user acceptance in case
of CAV system failure [171].
VI. C ONCLUSION
CAV can improve the safety significantly by the reducing
human error of manual driving. The authors conducted an indepth review of three key factors (i.e., communication-aware
controller design, sensing and communication technologies,
and human factors) related to the design of CAV systems, as
these factors are essential components for designing reliable
and trustworthy CAVs. Based upon the critical review, the
need of each key factor, current practices, and challenges for
designing a CAV system have been identified. It is clear that
the sensing and communication technologies can realize the
better autonomous vehicles since more information can be
used to improve the controller efficiency and realize a better
performance in dealing with the uncertainty of the roadway
traffic conditions. In addition, V2I communication can further
contribute to establishing the centralized controller, where
global optimization can benefit the overall traffic condition.
It is expected that this paper would motivate the design of
more advanced interdisciplinary technologies that integrate
those from the three key areas for CAVs. It is very important
to ensure the full utilization of heterogeneous sensing and
communication technologies to improve the safety and comfort
of the CAV systems. In order to fully utilize the vehicle
automation, there must exist a certain level of user acceptance
between the user and the AV technology. Finally, future
research should be devoted to further elaborating several major
future research areas, such as delay effect on controller operations, mixed traffic challenge for the information topology
design, hybrid sensing and communication technologies, user
preferences, engaging and disengaging in different roadway
traffic events, and HMI, for the CAV systems.
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